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Target Audience
- Faculty employed in engineering institutions.
- Research Scholars and PG students who are willing to carry out research in energy field.
- Delegates from Industries.

Topics to be covered
- Emerging trends and developments in Alternate Energy Technologies.
- Real time applications of non-conventional Energy Sources.
- Opportunities in Energy Research.

Registration Fee
- From Academic Institution: Rs. 750/-
- From Industries: Rs. 1500/-

DD should be drawn in favour of The Dean, University College of Engineering, payable at Nagercoil.

Registration fees include Registration kit, participation certificate, Lunch and High Tea.

Seats are limited to 60 and selections will be based on first come first serve basis.

Participants are requested to make their own arrangements for accommodation.

The filled registration form either in the form of hard copy or soft copy should be reached to the co-ordinator on or before 18th March, 2016.

Important Dates
Last date for submission of Registration Form: 18.03.2016
Intimation of selection via e-mail: 21.03.2016
Conformation mail to be sent before: 25.03.2016
ABOUT THE COLLEGE

University College of Engineering Nagercoil, a Constituent College of Anna University, was started in the year 2009, with the aim of equipping the students with professional skills and to confer sufficient knowledge upon them to meet the demand and challenges of the volatile global environment. The College offers six Under Graduate Programmes in full-time mode, two Undergraduate and three Post Graduate programmes in part-time mode. There are well qualified and experienced regular faculty members in the campus with many doctoral degree holders in various disciplines. The College is situated at Nagercoil town, which includes excellent academic building, hostel, mess and canteen. The College is well equipped with smart lecture halls, spacious conference halls, necessary laboratories and advanced equipment for research and academic activities.

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT

The Department of Mechanical Engineering of UCEN was established in the year 2009. The Department provides strong background to Mechanical Engineering Students to cope up with the needs of emerging technology at National and International standards. The Department is the pioneer in offering Under Graduate course in Mechanical Engineering (English & Tamil medium). It also offers Part Time ME programme in Computer Aided Design (CAD) apart from Ph.D (full time and part time) programme in the areas of Energy, Thermal, Design and Manufacturing Engineering. The Department is supported by well qualified and experienced faculty members and is actively engaged in executing research and consulting project for many organizations. The Department is furnished with requisite laboratory facilities to meet the challenges in different areas of Mechanical Engineering. The Department of Mechanical Engineering has also received funded projects by various agencies.

ABOUT THE ETER'16

Energy is the driving force behind all economic activities. Consequently, the ever increasing population and the associated energy requirements to encounter the increasing living standards have become matters of great concern. In this context, several schemes have been proposed for developing new and renewable energy technologies. With this background, an international workshop on Advances in Renewable Energy Technologies is being organized for middle level practicing engineers, managers from industry, and personnel from teaching and R&D institutions. The main objective of the workshop is to disseminate relevant information on various aspects and current trends in renewable energy technologies for power generation. Attending this course will be of great benefit to the faculties by updating in energy technologies and planning for long-term research programmes. For working engineers and scientists, the programme will open up new vistas for the application of advanced renewable energy technologies to the problems that they are currently facing and also they can identify topics for future research and development.

RESOURCE PERSONS

Dr. Alberto Coronas
Professor & Director,
Research Group of Applied Thermal Engineering (CREVER),
Department of Mechanical Engineering,
University Rovira i Virgili, Tarragona, Spain.

Dr. R. Saravanan
Professor & Head,
Refrigeration and Airconditioning Division,
Department of Mechanical Engineering,
College of Engineering, Guindy,
Anna University, Chennai.

Dr. S. Joseph Sekhar
Professor & Principal,
St. Xavier’s Catholic College of Engineering,
Nagercoil.
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1. Name :
2. DOB & Age :
3. Designation :
4. Institution / Industry :
5. Category :
   (Faculty / Research Scholar / Students / Industrialist)
6. Address for Communication :

Mobile No :
E-mail ID :

7. Details of payment
DD No :
Date :
Bank & Branch :
Amount :

Signature of the applicant
This is to certify that the above person is bonafide member of our Institution / Industry and the information given above are correct.

Authorized Signature with seal